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Socotra Cormorants. Half the world’s population nests on Bahraini islets in the Persian Gulf where they are
protected by law.

I. INTRODUCTION
I was able to visit this little-known ‘Pearl of the Arabian Gulf’ on two occasions whilst filming for the Netflix series Our Planet as a
researcher. This was one my most surreal visits to any country. On the first occasion, I was hosted by His Highness Sheikh Abdullah, a
prince of Bahrain and a keen environmentalist, and kindly taken out on a boat to recce certain sites for filming. On the second
occasion, myself and cameraman Matt Aeberhard visited the country to film certain species for the series in the Persian Gulf, where
we camped on an island for three weeks. Intense heat, dust, displays of wealth and rich sunsets are my collective memory of the
place.
The matter of filming always remains confidential prior to broadcast, but this is a short inventory of the birds seen during this trip.
Two outstanding memories remain of this island, often undervalued in ornithological terms. One – Socotra Cormorants and their
endless waves crossing the Arabian Gulf. Secondly, the aggregation of 22 different species of wader around the northern beaches of
Manama, during my trip in September. In 2017, during a return visit to the site, a few new species were seen on Hawar, including
Steppe Grey Shrike, but the highlight was a visit prior to the trip to Bahrain’s little-known wetlands and Grey Hypocolius roost with
local naturalist Howard King.
A range of exciting marine mammals were seen during the trip, the undoubted highlight being a pod of at least 52 Dugongs including
numerous calves; a gentle sea-grass feeder and part of the largest herd in the world, sighted around 10km of Sitra Port. Other
species included Indopacific Dolphins, Green Turtles and species of ray in the rich waters off the Hawar Islands.

II. NOTABLE SPECIES

Socotra Cormorant Phalacrocorax nigrogularis
100,000 birds are thought to breed on the Hawar Islands off southern Bahrain. These are not widely accessible and therefore the birds do well
here, using the entirety of the gulf to fish. Birds can be seen in large numbers from the mainland but it is around Hawar that the groups become
spectacular. Traditionally birds nested on the island of Suwad al Janubiyah but in the last 2 years they have moved to Rubub al Sharqiyah
(25.752663, 50.785047) where there were in excess of 100,000 birds or 30,000 nesting pairs in November 2016. These are some of the planet’s
most specialised seabirds and it seems possible that the lines flying back to the colony each night constitute, since the demise of the Passenger
Pigeon, one of the longest single lines of birds on Earth. These desert penguins are a unique, surreal and fragile sight.

Western Reef Heron Egretta gularis
The world’s largest colony of this species breeds on the Hawar Islands. During our visits there were no active nests, but good numbers of 100+
around Rubub al Sharqiyah (25.752663, 50.785047) in September-November and the species remains common throughout the county, mostly in its
attractive navy-blue morph.

Greater Flamingo Phoenicopterus roseus
This is a non-breeding bird but the Hawar Islands apparently constitute one of the most important wintering sites in the region. The saline flats off
Rubub al Sharqiyah (25.752663, 50.785047), Hawar Islands, held around 50-60 birds throughout.

Grey Francolin Francolinus pondicerianus
This unobtrusive introduced species was encountered during an interesting visit to Al Areen Wildlife Park (26.008086, 50.513049) where we
wanted to assess the size of certain animals to be filmed in the wild later in our sequence.

Osprey Pandion haliaetus
The ground-nesting Ospreys of the Persian Gulf and Red Sea islands are fascinating to see for those of us from temperature countries where they
nest in trees. There is a good population of around 20 pairs on Hawar and there were 2 active nests, with birds just starting to nest-build in
November, on Rubub al Sharqiyah (25.752663, 50.785047). The Ospreys here appear significantly smaller and browner overall than in northern
Europe.

Caspian Plover Charadrius asiaticus
This very smart wader was present in smaller numbers than the sand plovers, 5-6 in all, around Al Sayh, Manama (26.272801, 50.591647) as part of
the impressive passage movement in early September.

Lesser Sand Plover Charadrius mongolus
This species was common around Al Sayh, Manama (26.272801, 50.591647), reaching 50+ in September but not encountered on the Hawar Islands.

Greater Sand Plover Charadrius leschenaultii
This species was common in smaller numbers, around 10-15, around Al Sayh, Manama (26.272801, 50.591647) in September, but we also
encountered a ‘mystery’ sand plover on the island of Rubub al Sharqiyah (25.752663, 50.785047). Matt pointed out the bird had pale legs but it
lacked the ‘heavy’ bill of Greater Sand Plover, but was noticeably larger than ringed plovers adjacent.

Broad-billed Sandpiper Limicola falcinellus
One bird, no doubt part of a far larger movement, was seen on my productive day around Al Sayh, Manama (26.272801, 50.591647) in September.

Terek Sandpiper Xenus cinereus
Two birds, together with Calidris waders, was seen on my productive day around Al Sayh, Manama (26.272801, 50.591647) in September.

Steppe Gull Larus barabensis
The vast majority of large Larids seem during our visit to Rubub al Sharqiyah (25.752663, 50.785047) were actually this species and not Caspian
Gull; a finding broadly in keeping with comments from other visitors here. Good numbers were present during our November visit, predating on
cormorant chicks but mostly pirating from adults.

Caspian Tern Hydroprogne caspia
Two to three adults were always alarming overhead on the island of Rubub al Sharqiyah (25.752663, 50.785047), Hawar Islands, but there was
never any real indiciation of an active nest, in either September or November, so presumably this was more of a general territorial display. Always a
very smart species.

Lesser Crested Tern Thalasseus bengalensis
Over 100 were seen at Al Sayh, Manama (26.272801, 50.591647) in September in a single post-breeding flock, but birds were not encountered,
albeit not searched for, on Hawar Islands. In November, 1-2 were seen sailing out to Hawar from Sitra Port. Like all the tern species, large numbers
are known to nest on Hawar.

Swift (Crested) Tern Thalasseus bergi
On our September visit, our boat stopped at a small islet in the Persian Gulf between Bahrain and Hawar (believed to be 26.025431, 50.722391).
There were 5 Crested Terns here perched around the islet but not nesting. In November, 1 was seen sailing out to Hawar from Sitra Port.

White-cheeked Tern Sterna repressa
On our September visit, our boat stopped at a small islet in the Persian Gulf between Bahrain and Hawar (believed to be 26.025431, 50.722391).
There was a small colony of nesting white-cheeked terns here right at the end of the breeding cycle. In 50 degrees heat, my lens filled with humid
seawater air as I attempted to photograph a female regurgitating a fish to a youngster.

Bridled Tern Onychoprion anaethetus
On our September visit, our boat stopped at a small islet in the Persian Gulf between Bahrain and Hawar (believed to be 26.025431, 50.722391).
This smartest of Middle Eastern tern species breeds, unusually, below bushes on Hawar, but one adult was perched here during our visit and the
only one of the trip.

Grey Hypocolius Hypocolius ampelinus
One of the most memorable birding highlights of Bahrain was a dawn visit to Al Jasra with local ornithologist Howard King. Hypocolius are one of
the Middle East’s most enigmatic birds, breeding almost exclusively in Iran and Iraq and wintering in Bahrain, Saudi and Yemen, with some of the
largest known roosts in Bahrain. We arrived at Al Jasra (26.155200, 50.457947) half an hour before sunrise, and over the next 45 minutes were
treated to the amazing sight of well over 100 Hypocoluis, with their angry ‘masked’ waxwing-like faces, emerging out of the bushes and heading off
into the urban wilderness of Bahrain.

Desert Lark Ammonanes desert insularis
A single bird, presumed to be a migrant or wintering bird, was seen arond the sandy fringes of Rubub al Sharqiyah (25.752663, 50.785047), Hawar
Islands. This is of the endemic Bahraini race of this complex taxon.

Hoopoe Lark Alaemon alaudipes
A migrant was found on one day in bushes on the margins of Rubub al Sharqiyah (25.752663, 50.785047), Hawar Islands.

Oriental Skylark Alauda gulgula
An excellent surprise bird at Hamala, feeding with water pipits, yellow wagtails and Eurasian skylarks, and seen at close range beside the car at
Hamala (26.129262, 50.464062) on 15 November 2016.

White-eared Bulbul Pycnonotus leucotis
An extremely common species in urban Manama with a preference for lawns and gardens around hotels. In September I encountered the species
around Zallaq Sofitel and then widely throughout the city in November.

Red-vented Bulbul Pycnonotus cafer
Another introduced species in city habitats and apparently a little less common – I saw a pair around the Westin Hotel, Manama, during my visit in
November.

Indian House Crow Corvus splendens
A common introduced species here as elsewhere, such as the Red Sea – two were seen around the Zallaq Sofitel during my visit in September.

Common Myna Acridotheres tristis
Extremely common and sinister as always, nesting noisily in every available cavity including the Zallaq Sofitel.

Bank Myna Acridotheres ginginianus
Present in smaller numbers throughout Manama, often seen from taxis feeding beside the roads.

Pied Wheatear Oenanthe pleschanka
Wintering birds were found quite commonly along the beachfront at Al Sayh, Manama (26.272801, 50.591647) in November but not on the
offshore islets.

Asian Desert Warbler Sylvia nana
An exhausted and confiding migrant was found on Rubub al Sharqiyah (25.752663, 50.785047), Hawar Islands. It was found dead the next day.
A further two were found in typical very low desert bushes on the main Hawar Island (25.703582, 50.778332).

Isabelline (Daurian) Shrike Lanius isabellinus
A migrant female was found on Rubub al Sharqiyah (25.752663, 50.785047), Hawar Islands.
alongside its cousin Red-tailed Shrike, on 15 November 2016.

Also seen well at Hamala (26.129262, 50.464062)

Red-tailed (Turkestan) Shrike Lanius phoenicuroides
Superb views of at least one wintering bird at the irrigated crop wetlands of Hamala (26.129262, 50.464062), a private site to which Howard King
had entry permissions and kindly showed me around, on 15 November 2016.

Steppe Grey Shrike Lanius pallidus
nd

One flew ashore onto Rubub al Sharqiyah (25.752663, 50.785047), Hawar Islands, on 22 November 2016.

